1. Introduction. The form of the Poisson kernel appropriate for an infinite strip is undoubtedly familiar to many analysts. However, there seems to be no convenient reference to it; compare [l] and [2] . Hence a brief discussion of it here may not be without interest.
If we set sin x (1) P(x,y)=--, cosh y -cos x then a formal solution of the Dirichlet problem for the strip Q^x^tt,
-=0 <y< 00, is If00 u(x, y) = -I P(x, I -y)u(0, l)dt 2tJ _oo (2) 1 f H-I P(w -x, t -y)u(%, t)dt.
2tJ -x
We supply a set of conditions sufficient for the validity and uniqueness of this representation. We also discuss positive harmonic functions, obtaining the analogue of the classical theorem of Herglotz. See [3; 5] . /CO P(x, y)dy = 2(7T -x) 0 < x < ir;
-00
The proofs of these facts follow from the following relations:
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A. P(x, y) = 2 Im [<?-«*+*> -l]-1;
B. cos x < cosh y; C. cosx < 1, e_lïl(coshy -1) is increasing for 5 ^ y < «> and is even;
' cos x -e"\ P(
By use of this lemma we now prove our first theorem. Theorem 1. 7/<£(2)eH"£L on (-«e, ■»), <£(2)£Caí 2 = yo, awá
B. P(7T, y) = 0 -co < y < co C. lim F(x,y) = <Kyo).
x-<0+,v->vt
In conclusion C, the approach of (x, y) to (0 + , yo) is two-dimensional. The integral (3) converges uniformly in 0<x<27r, \y\ ^R for every R>0. For, in this region we have by conclusion C of Lemma We have used the fact that f e-^\4>(t)\dt.
/.
e-^dt = 2,
when \y -y0\ :S5. If we now choose x so small that K sin x<e/2, the proof is complete.
3. Uniqueness. We inquire next about the character of a function which is harmonic in a strip and zero on the boundary. x J 0
Here we have integrated by parts, using hypothesis 3. Solving the resulting differential equation, the result is established.
It should be observed that hypothesis 2 is an essential feature of the theorem. It was used in the application of the reflection principle.
Note that the function P"(x, y)GH in 0<x<ir and that Py(0 + , y) = Py(ir -, 0) =0 for all y. But it has a singularity at the origin and cannot have the expansion (4) . Indeed the integrals (5) 
% J o
It is now easy to give a set of conditions which will guarantee the unique representation (2) . For example, we have Theorem 3. If u(x, y)EHin 0<x<7r, ECinO^x^w, u(0, y)e~lv{ EL, u(t, y)e~MEL, and
•/ o ifte« equation (2) holds.
For, by Theorem 1, the difference between u(x, y) and the integrals (2) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2. This difference must be identically zero, since the condition (7) implies that all terms of the series (4) are zero. where A^O, PïïO, a(t) and ß(t) are nondecreasing, and the integral converges for 0<x<ir, -°o<;y<oo.
This result may be proved in a variety of ways. Perhaps the simplest is by use of the map £ = £ + i^l = ei(x+iv) = e_!/(cos x + i sin x), which carries the strip 0<x<7r into the half-plane rj>0. Let E(£, r¡) be defined by the equation F(e~v cos x, e~v sin x) = u(x, y).
Then F(£, 17) £77 and 2:0 for ??>0, and we may appeal to the Herglotz theorem for the half-plane [4J:
where P is a non-negative constant and /¿(cr) is nondecreasing. Break the integral into two parts corresponding to the intervals (0, <») and (-00,0). Then r * ydßjo-) _ rt[ß(Q+) -p(0)] r* ydßjo-)
Jo 7,2+(<r-£)2_ V2 + e ' Jo+>?2+(<r-Ö2'
In the last integral set a = e~l and replace the variables £, r) by their values in terms of x and y. It becomes i rx -I P(x, t -y)da(t), da(t) = -e'dß(e-').
L J _oo
The integral (8) extended over the interval (-«, 0) is treated similarly, this time by the change of variable a= -e~'. Thus equation (9) becomes (8) with it(0+) -ii(O-) B = P, A = Ei-i-, dß(t) = e'dß(-e-').
w Clearly ait) and ß(t) are nondecreasing, and the proof is complete.
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